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Abstract

This study concerns the estimation of spatially dependent densities, each with a relatively

small number of observations. To achieve flexibility and improved efficiency, we propose

kernel-based estimators that are refined by empirical likelihood probability weights associ-

ated with spatial moment conditions. We extend the empirical-likelihood-based kernel density

estimator to the adaptive kernel density estimator and establish its large sample properties.

Instead of the commonly used polynomial moments, we construct spatial moments based on

spline basis functions to promote robustness and to facilitate desirable local customization.

We use these methods to estimate the corn yield distributions of Iowa counties and to predict

the premiums of crop insurance programs. Monte Carlo simulations and an empirical applica-

tion substantiate our theoretical analyses and demonstrate good performance of the proposed

methods.
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1 Introduction

Probability density estimation plays an important role in exploring the stochastic structure of ob-

served data and has been a powerful tool in economic and statistical analyses. For instance, density

estimation is customarily used to examine certain features of the global distribution of labor pro-

ductivity such as bi-modality; the widely-used Value at Risk and Expected Shortfall characterize

the left tail of stock return distributions. Given the prominence of density estimation, great care

should be exercised, especially in the presence of sampling schemes that deviate from the textbook

situation of I.I.D. sample with abundant observations.

In this study we are concerned with estimating a set of distinct densities that share certain

commonality due to spatial dependence. Prime examples include the crop yield distributions of

many geographic locations (Goodwin and Ker, 1998; Racine and Ker, 2006; Harri et al., 2011) and

the housing price index distributions by cites (Iversen Jr, 2001; Banerjee et al., 2004; Majumdar

et al., 2006). These tasks are often characterized by a large number of geographic units that are

spatially dependent, with a relatively small number of time series or cross-sectional observations

for each unit. Correspondingly, we aim to design suitable density estimators with the following

two goals: (i) flexibility in functional forms to avoid specification errors and (ii) incorporation of

spatial information to improve estimation efficiency.

Flexibility can be achieved by utilizing nonparametric density estimators, which are known

to excel when there are ample observations. This approach, however, is hampered by the typical

small sample size for each individual unit in the kind of empirical investigations under considera-

tion. Thus a naive application of nonparametric density estimation to individual densities, ignoring

their spatial structure, leaves much to be desired. This practical difficulty actually motivates our

second goal of incorporating spatial information into the nonparametric density estimation to ex-

ploit the commonality and spatial dependence among the densities for efficiency gains. Although

spatial methods have been widely used in parametric analyses, their applications to nonparametric

analyses are relatively few. In particular, see Tran (1990), Carbon et al. (1997), Hallin et al. (2001,

2004a), Lee et al. (2004) for density estimation of spatial processes, and Lu and Chen (2004),

Hallin et al. (2004b), Gao et al. (2006), Lin et al. (2009), and Robinson (2011) in the context of

spatial regressions.

In this study, we propose a set of novel density estimators that rely on the Kernel Density Es-
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timator (KDE) for flexibility and employ the method of Empirical Likelihood (EL) to incorporate

spatial information into the KDE. The empirical likelihood approach is a nonparametric likelihood

based method of estimation and inference (Owen, 1988, 2001). Chen (1997) introduced the Em-

pirical Likelihood Kernel (ELK) density estimator that incorporates out of sample information into

the KDE as observation weights. These weights result from maximizing the empirical likelihood

subject to moment conditions implied by out of sample information. He showed that the ELK

reduces the asymptotic variance of the KDE. Moreover, the derivation of optimal bandwidth of the

kernel estimation and the empirical likelihood weights can be conducted separately, adding to the

practical appeal of the ELK.

Chen’s (1997) empirical likelihood refinement of kernel-based estimators has been explored

in some subsequent studies, including Hall and Presnell (1999); Müller et al. (2005); Schick and

Wefelmeyer (2009); Zhang (1997, 1998) in quantile or density estimations and Cai (2001); Zhang

and Liu (2003); Qin and Tsao (2005) in nonparametric regressions. The current study contributes

to this literature in the following ways. First, we generalize the empirical likelihood refinement

of the standard KDE to the Adaptive Kernel Density Estimator (AKDE), wherein the degree of

smoothness varies according to the (unknown) underlying density. We establish the asymptotic

properties of the Empirical-Likelihood-based Adaptive Kernel (ELAK) estimators. Second, we

apply the ELK and ELAK to the estimation of spatially dependent densities. Rather than imposing

explicit spatial structure among densities, we construct, for each density, a set of auxiliary moment

conditions that exploit the spatial dependence among neighboring units. We then maximize the

empirical likelihood subject to these spatial moments and apply the implied observation weights

to the KDE and AKDE, resulting in the spatially-smoothed ELK and ELAK.

Polynomial moments, such as mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis, are customarily used

in the empirical likelihood adjustment to kernel estimations. However, high order moments are

known to be susceptible to possible outliers, especially when sample sizes are small as in the

current study. We deviate from this convention and advocate instead spline based moments. This

approach offers both robustness and added flexibility. Low order truncated power series, such

as linear or quadratic splines, are less sensitive to outliers than high order polynomial moments

are. In addition, we can tailor the configuration of the spline knots according to the objectives of

investigations. For instance, when the focus is on the lower tail of the distributions (as in financial
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risk management and insurance), we can place more knots on the lower part of distributions to

arrive at more accurate estimates in that region. Lastly, our numerical experiments suggest that

maximization of empirical likelihood converges readily under spline based moments, but less so

under polynomial moments.

To explore the finite sample performance of the proposed estimators for spatially dependent

densities, we conduct several Monte Carlo simulations. The experiments are designed to resemble

the actual spatial dependence of corn yield distributions of all counties in Iowa, the largest corn

producing state in the United States. We compare the spatially-smoothed ELK and ELAK with the

conventional KDE and AKDE according to the estimation of overall density and various crop in-

surance premium rates, which play a crucial role in the design of actually fair insurance programs.

In all cases, the ELK and ELAK outperform their conventional counterparts, often by considerable

margins. Lastly we apply these methods to the prediction of Iowa county corn yield distributions

and their corresponding crop insurance premiums.

The remaining text proceeds as follows. Section 2 introduces the ELK and the ELAK estima-

tors, as well as their statistical properties. Section 3 describes the construction of spatial moment

conditions. Section 4 presents the Monte Carlo simulations, followed by an empirical application

in Section 5. The last section concludes. Some technical proofs are gathered in the appendix.

2 Empirical Likelihood Kernel Density Estimation

Let X1,X2, ...,Xn denote an I.I.D. sample from a univariate distribution with unknown density f .

The standard Kernel Density Estimator (KDE), for a given point x, is defined as

f̂ (x) =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

Kh (x−Xi) , (2.1)

where Kh(·) = K(·/h)/h and the kernel function K often takes the form of some symmetric and

uni-modal density function defined on R or some finite interval. The bandwidth h controls the

degree of smoothness of the KDE. For general treatments of the KDE, see, e.g., Silverman (1986)

and Wand and Jones (1995).

Oftentimes out-of-sample information about f is available in economic and statistical applica-

tions. The KDE, known for its flexibility, can conceivably benefit from incorporating constraints
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implied by additional information. There exists a body of literature on kernel density estimation

under moment or quantile constraints as well as shape restrictions such as monotonicity, unimodal-

ity, concavity, etc; see, e.g., Bickel and Fan (1996), Cheng et al. (1999), Eloyan and Ghosh (2011),

Hall and Presnell (1999), Hall and Huang (2002), and Hall and Kang (2005), among others.

In this paper, we consider a general framework of incorporating out-of-sample information in

the form of moment constraints. Let g = (g1, ...,gq)
> be a q-dimensional vector of real valued

functions with expectations

E{g(Xi)}= b. (2.2)

Chen (1997) introduced the Empirical Likelihood Kernel (ELK) density estimator to incorporate

moment constraints in the KDE. Note that the KDE (2.1) places a uniform weight 1/n on all data

points. The ELK, instead, applies a general weight p = (p1, ..., pn)
> to the KDE, yielding

f̂el(x) =
n

∑
i=1

piKh (x−Xi) . (2.3)

In particular, the weights p are obtained by maximizing the empirical likelihood subject to (2.2)

and thus reflect auxiliary distributional knowledge.

The empirical likelihood approach, originally proposed by Owen (1988, 1990), is a nonpara-

metric likelihood based method of estimation and inference. It chooses the sample probability

weight pi for each data point Xi according to the following maximization problem:

max
(p1,...,pn)

n

∏
i=1

npi

subject to
n

∑
i=1

pig(Xi) = b,

0≤ pi ≤ 1, i = 1, ...,n,
n

∑
i=1

pi = 1.

(2.4)

The objective function ∏
n
i=1 npi is called the empirical likelihood, which is a nonparametric version

of likelihood ratio. For notational conciseness, we define J(Xi) = g(Xi)−b and let the Lagrangian

multipliers associated with the constraints ∑
n
i=1 piJ(Xi) = 0 be λ = (λ1, ...,λq)

>. Then the solution
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to (2.4) takes the following form, for i = 1, ...,n,

pi = n−1
{

1+λ
>J(Xi)

}−1
, (2.5)

where λ is given by
n

∑
i=1

J(Xi)

1+λ
>J(Xi)

= 0. (2.6)

Remark 2.1. Clearly in the absence of additional knowledge, pi reduces to 1/n for all data points.

Similarly, if only sample information is used as moment constraints, i.e. if we set b = 1
n ∑

n
i=1 g(Xi)

in (2.4), the same solution of uniform weights results. Intuitively, since the sample moment con-

ditions are satisfied by the sample automatically, the Lagrangian multipliers are zero, yielding

pi = 1/n for each i = 1, ...,n according to (2.5). In either case, the ELK degenerates to the KDE.

The standard KDE is characterized by its uniform weight 1/n and global bandwidth h for all

data points. The ELK generalizes the KDE by allowing non-uniform weights. In this study, we

propose a further generalization to the ELK by introducing non-constant bandwidths via the Adap-

tive Kernel Density Estimator (AKDE). For a density with varying degrees of smoothness over

its support, a KDE with a global bandwidth is sometimes inadequate and might produce spuri-

ous bumps or other aberrants. The AKDE uses varying bandwidths across observations. Letting

h = h(Xi) be a positive function of Xi, one can construct a flexible KDE as follows:

f̌ (x) =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

Kh(Xi) (x−Xi) . (2.7)

Abramson (1982) proposed to set h(Xi) = hν(Xi), where ν(·) = f−1/2(·). It can be shown that

under some regularity conditions, the AKDE reduces the order of bias to O(h4) from the usual

O(h2). For detailed treatments of the AKDE and its extensions, see Hall and Marron (1988),

Hall (1990), Jones (1990), Terrell and Scott (1992), and Hall et al. (1995). In practice the AKDE

requires a pilot estimate of f (Xi) to calculate its observation specific bandwidth h(Xi). Silverman

(1986) suggested using the KDE for this purpose as well and prescribed a detailed step-by-step

implementation procedure. Several authors, including Abramson (1982), Silverman (1986) and

Jones and Signorini (1997), demonstrated good finite sample performance of the AKDE.

In order to exploit out of sample information, we replace the uniform weight 1/n of the conven-
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tional AKDE with observation specific weights implied by the empirical likelihood. The resultant

Empirical Likelihood Adaptive Kernel (ELAK) density estimator takes the form

f̌el(x) =
n

∑
i=1

piKh(Xi) (x−Xi) , (2.8)

where the empirical likelihood observation weights pi’s are obtained according to (2.4).

The asymptotic properties of the ELK have been established by Chen (1997). Here we gener-

alize his results to the ELAK.

Theorem 2.1. Let the adaptive kernel density estimator f̌ be defined as in (2.7) and the empiri-

cal likelihood based adaptive kernel density estimator f̌el be defined as in (2.8) with probability

weights pi’s selected according to (2.4). Suppose that: (i) the nonnegative kernel function K sat-

isfies
∫

z4K(z)dz < ∞,
∫

K(z)dz = 1, and supz |K(z)| < ∞; (ii) f is bounded away from zero on

its support and admits four continuous derivatives; (iii) the bandwidth h→ 0 as n→ ∞. We then

have, for a given x in the interior of the support of f ,

bias
{

f̌el(x)
}
= bias

{
f̌ (x)

}
+o(n−1), (2.9)

and

var
{

f̌el(x)
}
= var

{
f̌ (x)

}
−J(x)>Σ

−1J(x) f 2(x)n−1 +o(n−1), (2.10)

where Σ is the covariance matrix of J(Xi) with its elements being given by Σl,m = cov(Jl(Xi),Jm(Xi)),

1≤ l,m≤ q.

Remark 2.2. The theorem above suggests that the difference in bias is of order o(n−1) between

the ELAK and the AKDE, which is asymptotically negligible. On the other hand, there is an order

O(n−1) reduction in the variance of the ELAK relative to that of the AKDE as suggested by (2.10),

as the second term on the right hand side is clearly negative. These results are consistent with

the general belief that the empirical likelihood decreases an estimator’s variance, although in the

current case this reduction only occurs in the small order term due to nonparametric smoothing.

Nonetheless as pointed out by Chen (1997), the extent of this reduction can be substantial when

sample size is relatively small. We also note that Theorem 2.1 nests Chen (1997)’s results on the

ELK as a special case if we set h(Xi) = h for all observations.
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Remark 2.3. An important practical implication of Theorem 2.1 is that one can use the optimal

data-driven bandwidths for the KDE and AKDE for their empirical likelihood adjusted counter-

parts, for which those bandwidths remain asymptotically optimal up to order O(n−1). Therefore,

one can implement the bandwidth selection and the calculation of empirical likelihood weights sep-

arately, and then construct their corresponding empirical likelihood adjusted estimates according

to (2.3) or (2.8).

3 Spatially Smoothed Moment Constraints

Denote by L a collection of geographic locations. Suppose that for each location l ∈ L , we

observe a random sample Xi(l), i = 1, . . . ,n, generated by an unknown distribution with density

fl . Our goal is to seek flexible estimators of fl’s using a kernel type estimator such as the KDE

and AKDE discussed in the previous section. In the presence of small sample sizes, however,

separate estimation of individual densities via nonparametric methods may not be satisfactory.

Nonetheless, if the densities in the collection are spatially dependent, we might be able to improve

the estimates via spatial smoothing of the kernel estimates. In this section we present an approach

of incorporating spatial information in kernel density estimations based on the empirical likelihood.

Our strategy is to incorporate spatial information as moment constraints to kernel density es-

timates via the ELK and ELAK described above. To implement this estimator, one has to make

two modeling decisions: the form of the moment functions g and the calculation of their sample

analogs based on a set of spatially dependent observations for each location in L . Below we

discuss the constructions of these two key modeling components.

Specification of moment functions

The ELK and ELAK can be viewed as information-theoretic refinement of their corresponding

counterparts with uniform observation weights. The refinement via Empirical Likelihood (EL)

observation weights are remarkably flexible since no restrictions are imposed on the specification

of the moment functions g other than their linear independence. Nonetheless, we advocate the

following general guidelines in the configurations of g.

First, it is well known that a smooth density can be approximated arbitrarily well by a series
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type estimator. A natural candidate for g is the basis functions of series estimators, such as the

power series, trigonometric series and splines. Despite the popularity of the power series in the

EL adjustment of kernel estimations, their high order moments are sensitive to possible outliers,

especially when sample sizes are small. Instead we focus on the spline basis functions for their

noted flexibility and robustness. For instance, the commonly used s-degree truncated power series

take the form

g(x) = (1,x,x2, · · · ,xs,(x− τ1)
s
+, · · · ,(x− τm)

s
+),

where (x)+ = max(x,0), and τ1 < · · · < τm are spline knots. Due to its piecewise nature, splines

are more flexible than power series. At the same time, typical spline estimations employ low

order piecewise power series with sufficient number of knots. Therefore they are less sensitive

to possible outliers and do not require the existence of high order moments as power series do.

Lastly we note that the maximization of empirical likelihood is a difficult nonlinear optimization

problem. Our numerical experiments indicate that imposing power series moment conditions, even

with moderate orders no greater than E[X4], sometimes impedes the convergence of the empirical

likelihood maximizations. In contrast, moment conditions given by typical linear, quadratic or

cubic spline basis functions appear to be immune from this numerical difficulty.

Second, we recognize that the need of refinement of the kernel density estimates, in the cur-

rent case, arises from the small sample sizes of individual densities. Although the finite sample

properties of the KDE and AKDE might not be satisfactory, they nonetheless provide reasonable

preliminary estimates. As a result, a moderate number of moments may suffice to provide the

desired improvement.

Third, we stress that the configuration of g can be tailored to suit the need of investigation. For

instance, the crop insurance programs are primarily concerned with the lower part of crop yield

distributions. Therefore in the specification of spline basis functions, we can place more knots

in the lower part of the distribution support. Our simulations below demonstrate the merits of

this customized knot placements in the estimation of crop yield distributions and calculation of

insurance premium rates.
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Construction of spatial moments

Our next task is to calculate the sample analog of E[g] for individual densities fl’s based on their

own observations and spatial neighbors. Denote by F the collection of densities fl, l ∈ L . To

proceed, some structure in the spatial dependence among the elements of F is needed. Denote by

d(l, l′) the distance between locations l and l′ in L ; for example, the Euclidean metric in terms of

longitude and latitude. Suppose that the elements in F resemble their neighbors and the degree of

resemblance gradually declines with spatial distance.

We then consider the following estimator of spatially smoothed moments, for each location l,

b̂l = ∑
l′∈L

ω(l, l′)

(
1
n

n

∑
i=1

g
(
Xi(l′)

))
≡ ∑

l′∈L
ω(l, l′)b̄l′ (3.1)

where ω(l, l′)≥ 0 and ∑l′∈L ω(l, l′) = 1. Thus b̂l is a weighted average of all own sample averages

b̄l′ from each location l′ in L . The spatial weight ω(l, l′), as a function of spatial distance d(l, l′),

is constructed as

ω(l, l′) ∝ ω
∗(l, l′) = exp

(
−d(l, l′)

θl

)
1
(
l′ ∈Sl

)
, (3.2)

where 1(·) is the indicator function. This configuration assumes that for each location l, there exists

a spatial neighborhood Sl = {l′ : d(l, l′)≤ δl} such that its members are spatially dependent and

the dependence gradually decreases with distance. In particular, the spatial dependence is governed

by two smoothing parameters: the threshold δl determines the size of the neighborhood while

θl > 0 governs the decaying rate of spatial dependence. Normalization of the weights then yields

ω(l, l′) =
ω∗(l, l′)

∑l′∈L ω∗(l, l′)
. (3.3)

In the calculation of spatial moments of fl , the observations from neighboring locations are in-

cluded, whose weights of contribution decrease with their distances to location l and are set to be

zero if the distances are greater than a certain threshold.

The parameters θl and δl closely control the amount of spatial smoothing. In this study, we set

θl =
1
|Sl| ∑

l′∈Sl

d(l, l′), (3.4)
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where |Sl| is the number of elements in Sl . Thus θl is seen to be the average distance between

location l and its neighbors. The parameter δl can be a single distance threshold such that all

locations share the same size of spatial neighborhood, or a location specific threshold such that

each location has the same number of spatial neighbors in its neighborhood.

4 Simulations

To explore the performance of the proposed methods and possible benefits of spatial smoothing

in kernel density estimations, we conduct a series of Monte Carlo simulations. Rather than gener-

ating some ad hoc spatially dependent densities, we base our design on a real world situation. In

particular, we estimate parametrically the historical corn yield distributions of 99 Iowa counties,

and generate random samples from the estimated densities for our simulations. This design allows

us to mimic not only the real world distributions of crop yields, but also their spatial dependence.

We focus on corn yield distribution of Iowa because corn is a major commodity of U.S. agricul-

ture and Iowa is the largest corn producing state. In our experiment, L consists of the 99 counties

in Iowa. Corn yield data from 1957 through 2010 for each county in Iowa, obtained from the Na-

tional Agricultural Statistics Service, are used in the estimation. Denote by Yt(l) the average corn

yield of county l at time t = 1,2, ...,T , where T = 54 in this example. Due to technology advance,

the crop yield literature has customarily employed the following model

Yt(l) = mt(l)+ et(l), (4.1)

where mt(l) is the trend function of county l and et(l), t = 1,2, ...,T are residuals with mean zero

and finite variance. To avoid rigid functional form restrictions, we follow a common practice and

use the local linear kernel method to estimate the trend. Some existing studies suggested that the

errors may violate the Homoskedasticity (HOM) assumption and considered instead the Constant

Coefficient of Variation (CCV) specification, wherein the standard deviation of et(l) varies propor-

tionally with mt(l) such that E[e2
t (l)] = σ2m2

t (l), where σ < ∞. For detailed discussions of crop

yield distributions, see, e.g., Claassen and Just (2011), Harri et al. (2011) and references therein.

In our simulations, we consider both the HOM and CCV specifications. Our estimation is based
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on the de-trended and studentized (as is needed under CCV) residuals given by

Xt(l) =

êt(l), if HOM;

êt(l)
m̂t(l)

, if CCV.
(4.2)

Note that for s-step-ahead predictive density estimation under CCV, we shall also multiple Xt(l)

by m̂T+s(l).

For each series Xt(l), t = 1, . . . ,T , we estimate a skewed normal distribution, whose density is

given by

fl(x) =
2
σl

φ

(
x−µl

σl

)
Φ

(
αl

(
x−µl

σl

))
, (4.3)

where φ and Φ are the pdf and cdf of the standard normal distribution, and µl , σl and αl are

location, scale and skewness parameters respectively. We stress that the skewed normal distribution

is chosen mainly to accommodate the stylized fact that crop yield distributions are usually left

skewed. This choice does not imply that the true underling crop yield distributions are skewed

normal and more importantly it does not compromise the validity of the subsequent simulations.

Equipped with the estimated densities f̂l, l ∈L , we can then generate random samples from

these densities to conduct simulations. To justify the spatial smoothing advocated in this study,

we start our analysis with demonstrating the spatial dependence among f̂l’s. Let d(l, l′) be the

Euclidean distance between two counties l and l′ based on their longitudes and latitudes, and

ĥ(l, l′)≡ [
∫
{ f̂

1
2

l (x)− f̂
1
2

l′ (x)}
2dx]

1
2 the Hellinger distance between f̂l and f̂l′ . Our first examination

is the following simple linear regression

ĥ(l, l′) = β0 +β1d(l, l′)+ ε(l, l′), (4.4)

where ε(l, l′) is a random error term. A significantly positive β1 should indicate positive spatial

dependence among the densities.

Next denote the estimated coefficients by µ̂ = [µ̂1, · · · , µ̂L]
>, σ̂ = [σ̂1, · · · , σ̂L]

> and α̂ = [α̂1, · · · , α̂L]
>,

where L = 99 is the size of L . We use spatial error models to explore the dependence among these
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coefficients. For instance, we consider the following model for the estimated location parameters

µ̂ = ν +ζ ,

ζ = ρWζ +ξ .
(4.5)

In this model, the location coefficients are assumed to consist of a baseline level ν plus a spatially

dependent component ζ . The spatial autocorrelated process is governed by a spatial correlation

ρ , a weighting matrix W and a vector of random errors ξ ∼ N
(

0,σ2
ξ

IL

)
, where IL is an L-

dimensional identity matrix. In particular, W is a L×L spatial weighting matrix constructed as

follows: first let W∗ be such that its entry W ∗ll′ = d−1(l, l′) if l 6= l′ and W ∗ll′ = 0 if l = l′, then

calculate W by row normalizing W∗. The degree of spatial dependence is captured by ρ . Similar

models for the scale parameters σ̂ and skewness parameters α̂ are estimated.

Table 1 reports the spatial estimation results of models (4.4) and (4.5) under both the HOM and

CCV assumptions. The spatial coefficients, i.e., β̂1 in model (4.4) and ρ̂’s in model (4.5) for the

location, scale and skewness parameters, are all positive and statistically highly significant, lending

support to the proposed spatial smoothing of densities.

Table 1: Estimation results of models (4.4) and (4.5)

β̂0 β̂1

µ σ α

ν̂ ρ̂ ν̂ ρ̂ ν̂ ρ̂

HOM
0.0857* 0.0187* -3.6363 0.9536* 17.4935* 0.9543* -0.7585* 0.8719*

(0.0021) (0.0008) (3.1397) (0.0461) (4.5741) (0.0457) (0.1320) (0.1246)

CCV
0.0892* 0.0144* -5.2234 0.9299* 26.3672* 0.9427* -0.7491* 0.8772*

(0.0019) (0.0007) (3.0826) (0.0692) (5.0547) (0.0572) (0.1236) (0.1188)

The estimated standard errors are in parentheses; * denotes the significance level < 0.001.

Having established the spatial dependence among the densities, we proceed to conduct numeri-

cal simulations based on the estimated densities. For each estimated density f̂l, l ∈L , we generate

random samples of size T0 and calculate the proposed empirical likelihood based kernel density

estimators, the ELK and ELAK. For comparison, we also estimate the densities using the conven-

tional KDE and AKDE. We consider two sample sizes T0 = 30 and 50; these are the typical sample

sizes in crop yield studies. We repeat each experiment 500 times.

One advantage of the empirical likelihood based kernel estimators is that the selection of ker-
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nel bandwidth and the calculation of empirical likelihood weights can be conducted separately.

For each estimator, we select the bandwidth h according to Silverman’s rule of thumb. We ex-

perimented with alternative bandwidth selection rules, the overall results are virtually identical to

those from Silverman’s rule and hence not reported.

Implementations of the empirical likelihood based estimators require the specification of mo-

ment functions and calculation of spatial moments. We consider two spline-based specifications of

the moment functions. For each density, denote by Q̂p its p-th sample quantile, 0 < p < 100. The

first specification is a linear spline basis given by

g(x) = (x,(x− Q̂20)+,(x− Q̂40)+,(x− Q̂60)+),

and the second a quadratic one

g(x) = (x,x2,(x− Q̂33)
2
+,(x− Q̂67)

2
+).

Some remarks are in order. We use these two simple specifications to illustrate the flexibility of

the proposed method. In particular, the linear spline basis features an uneven placement of knots,

emphasizing the lower part of the distribution. This is motivated by that farm risk management

and crop insurance are principally concerned with the lower part of crop yield distributions. We

restrict the number of basis functions to be the same in these two specifications to facilitate their

comparison. Generalizations in terms of alternative degrees, knot placements and types of spline

basis are readily available.

Thanks to the checkerboard-like placement of Iowa counties, their spatial neighborhoods and

distances can be naturally defined. In particular, we set δl for county l as its distance to the k-nearest

neighbor (in terms of spatial distance), where k = 10. The decaying rate of spatial dependence of

counties within a such-defined neighborhood is given in (3.4).

We evaluate the merits of the various estimators according to two criteria. Let f̄l be a generic

estimate of fl, l ∈L . We examine their global performance according to the total mean squared

errors ∑l∈L E
∫ (

f̄l(x)− fl(x)
)2 dx. We calculate the total mean squared error numerically for

each experiment and report their averages across all experiments. The results are reported in the

third column of Table 2, where the ELK and ELAK estimators with the linear spline basis and
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quadratic spline basis are denoted by (A) and (B) respectively. We signify the estimator with the

best performance within each experiment design with bold font. The spatially adjusted estimators

clearly outperform their non-adjusted counterparts, oftentimes by considerable margins. In partic-

ular, the EL-based adaptive estimator with linear spline moment functions provide the best overall

performance in all experiments. The results underscore the merits of spatial smoothing of spatially

dependent densities, and corroborate our theoretical analysis that the benefits of incorporating out-

of-sample information in the KDE via empirical likelihood extend to the adaptive kernel density

estimations as well.

We next evaluate the usefulness of the proposed methods by examining how they fare in the

estimation of crop insurance premium rates. Let mt(l) be the estimated mean output of a crop

yield Yt(l) for location l at time t. A crop insurance policy allows a farmer to choose a coverage

level, which typically ranges from 50− 85% of the predicted mean output mt(l). An actuarially

fair premium for a policy with a coverage level c is given by

Rl(c) = Pr(Yt(l)≤ cmt(l))
{

1− E[Yt(l)|Yt(l)≤ cmt(l)]
cmt(l)

}
×100%, c ∈ (0,1).

Accurate prediction of the crop insurance premiums plays a crucial role in the federal crop in-

surance program. Therefore we also evaluate the various estimators in terms of their accuracy

in premium estimations. In particular, we consider four commonly chosen coverage levels c =

70%,75%,80% and 85% and evaluate the prediction of the premium rates for the last year of the

sample, based on observations prior to that year. We gauge the performance using the total mean

squared error ∑l∈L E(R̄l(c)−Rl(c))
2 across all regions, where R̄l(c) is the estimated premium

with coverage c based on a generic estimate f̄l .

The last four columns of Table 2 report the results of premium estimation. Similar to the

comparison of overall density estimation, the EL-based estimators dominate their non-adjusted

counterparts, this time by even larger margins. In most cases, the EL estimator with linear spline

moment functions provides the best performance, but the difference between the two moment spec-

ifications are generally rather small. Although the ELAK provides the best global performance as

discussed above, the ELK tend to outperform the ELAK in the estimation of premiums, especially

when the coverage is low.

In sum, our simulations suggest that the proposed EL-weighted kernel density estimators out-
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perform their non-weighted estimators in the estimation of spatially dependent densities. The

ELAK tends to provide the best overall performance, and the ELK excels in the estimation of crop

insurance premiums, which emphasize the lower part of the distributions. These overall patterns

appear to be persistent across different sample sizes, specifications of EL moment conditions, and

heteroskedasticity specifications.

Table 2: Simulation results (HOM and CCV refer to homoskedastic and heteroskedastic errors; EL
estimators with linear and quadratic spline moment functions are denoted by (A) and (B) respec-
tively)

Estimators Global performance
Crop insurance premium estimation

70% 75% 80% 85%
Panel 1: N=30

HOM

KDE 0.1026 9.23 19.08 37.16 68.23
ELK (A) 0.0666 1.97 4.52 10.68 24.59
ELK (B) 0.0820 1.80 4.69 12.02 28.18
AKDE 0.1229 11.77 21.02 37.04 63.82

ELAK (A) 0.0523 3.96 7.33 14.16 26.55
ELAK (B) 0.0777 4.18 8.38 16.90 31.19

CCV

KDE 0.0694 81.33 123.78 180.15 245.95
ELK (A) 0.0454 24.11 42.91 73.09 112.62
ELK (B) 0.0556 26.69 49.11 82.81 121.66
AKDE 0.0832 80.80 117.35 162.60 222.51

ELAK (A) 0.0359 32.45 50.08 74.75 105.46
ELAK (B) 0.0532 39.52 60.72 87.03 114.68

Panel 2: N=50

HOM

KDE 0.0674 5.60 11.76 23.13 42.70
ELK (A) 0.0488 1.21 2.92 7.41 18.14
ELK (B) 0.0596 1.04 2.96 8.22 20.52
AKDE 0.0790 7.76 13.52 23.26 39.05

ELAK (A) 0.0380 3.07 5.72 11.12 20.90
ELAK (B) 0.0553 3.20 6.39 12.88 23.86

CCV

KDE 0.0459 51.18 78.38 114.78 157.25
ELK (A) 0.0335 16.48 30.91 55.24 88.63
ELK (B) 0.0412 18.24 35.25 62.14 94.77
AKDE 0.0537 48.92 70.32 98.92 135.23

ELAK (A) 0.0265 25.53 39.35 59.10 84.70
ELAK (B) 0.0382 30.40 46.71 67.43 90.54
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5 Empirical application

We apply the proposed methods to the prediction of Iowa corn yield distributions and crop in-

surance premiums. The crop insurance program has been the centerpiece of the U.S. agriculture

safety net. According to the Risk Management Agency of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the

estimated government cost on the federal crop insurance programs were about $15.8 billion for

crop year 2012. Given its massive size and the substantial moral hazard and adverse selection that

were reported to have plagued this program, accurate calculation of crop insurance premiums are

of crucial importance to promote the fairness and efficiency of this program.

In this empirical investigation, we estimate corn yield distributions of Iowa counties using ob-

servations 1957–2010. The estimates are then used to predict corn yield distributions of year 2012

and associated crop insurance premiums. Two-year-ahead prediction is the standard practice in

the crop insurance industry since modern farming and farm risk management require a consider-

able amount of planning time. We stress that unlike the simulations in the previous section where

the data are generated from synthetic parametric distributions, here we base our estimations on

historical crop yields.

We first remove the time trend for each county according to the model (4.1). We then conduct a

regression based heteroscedasticity test as in Harri et al. (2011). The homoscedasticity assumption

is rejected, at the 5% significance level, for 42 counties; in contrast, the constant coefficient of

variation assumption is rejected for only 5 counties. We therefore adopt the constant coefficient

of variation specification and adjust the residuals accordingly for the subsequent estimations. We

again consider four estimators: the KDE, ELK, AKDE and ELAK. For the ELK and the ELAK

estimators, we use the linear spline moment conditions described in the previous section.

For illustration, Figure 1 reports the four estimated corn yield densities for the Sioux county,

which has the highest average corn yield during the sample period. We first examine the difference

between estimators with a single bandwidth (the KDE and ELK) with those with an adaptive band-

width (the AKDE and ELAK). The KDE and ELK suffer slight lumpiness in their left tails, while

the AKDE and ELAK provide visually smoother estimates. Next consider the effects of imposing

spatially smoothed moment constraints. It is seen that the ELK and the ELAK increase the prob-

ability mass around the mode and show more subdued tails. These empirical-likelihood-adjusted

densities with spatial weights also appear to be smoother than their unweighted counterparts.
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Figure 1: Estimated yield distributions in Sioux, Iowa

We next calculate the premium rates of each county for Year 2012 based on the estimated

predictive densities. To save space, we only report results for the coverage level of 80%. We

report some summary statistics, across all counties, of the estimated premiums in Table 3. The

premiums based on adaptive estimates tend to be slightly higher than those based on non-adaptive

estimates. Comparison between non-weighted estimates and EL-adjusted estimates suggest that

there is little difference in the central tendency (in terms of mean and median) between these

two types of estimators. At the same time, the EL-adjusted estimates show smaller variations (in

terms of variance and inter-quantile-range) than their unweighted counterparts. These results are

consistent with our theoretical analyses that the EL-adjusted estimates are largely comparable with

their unweighted counterparts in terms of bias but enjoy smaller variance.

6 Concluding remarks

We have proposed estimators that are suitable to the estimation of a set of distinct yet similar

densities, each with a relatively small number of observations. Since nonparametric estimation of
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Table 3: Summary statistics of the estimated premium rates

Mean Median Variance IQR

KDE 2.3652 1.9455 1.8623 1.4917

ELK 2.3358 1.9217 1.3475 1.2253

AKDE 2.4492 2.0816 1.5993 1.3580

ELAK 2.4241 2.0418 1.1196 1.1742

individual densities may be subject to considerable sampling variations, we elect to pool informa-

tion from spatially proximate densities to improve efficiency. This is made possible by the method

of empirical likelihood subject to spatial moment conditions for each density. In our investigation

of crop yield distributions, a natural distance measure is readily available and the similarity among

densities arise from their spatial dependence. More generally in some social economic applica-

tions, the spatial dependence may be attributed to social-economic distance as is often used in the

studies of social network. We expect our methods can find useful applications in those situations

as well.

We conclude this study by noting that the empirical likelihood is a member of the general

empirical likelihood family, which is characterized by the minimization of certain Cressie-Read

Power discrepancy criterion subject to some moment conditions. Other noted members of this

family includes the exponential tilting likelihood and the Euclidean likelihood. During the course

of this study, we have conducted extensive experiments with these alternative methods and found

that the overall results are essentially identical to those based on the empirical likelihood. This is

not unexpected given the well known asymptotic equivalence among the members of the general

empirical likelihood estimators.
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Appendices

Proof of Theorem 2.1

The adaptive kernel density estimator admits the form

f̌ (x) =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

Khi (x−Xi) ,

where Khi(·) = K(·/hi)/hi and hi = hν(Xi). The Abramson rule suggests ν(Xi) = f−1/2(Xi). We

construct an empirical likelihood based adaptive kernel density estimator as

f̌el(x) =
n

∑
i=1

piKhi (x−Xi) ,

where

pi =
1
n

1

1+λ
>g(Xi)

.
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Since λ = Op(n−1/2), see, e.g., Owen (2001), Chen (1997), we have

f̌el(x) =
n

∑
i=1

piKhi (x−Xi)

=
1
n

n

∑
i=1

1

1+λ
>g(Xi)

Khi (x−Xi)

=
1
n

n

∑
i=1

[
1−λ

>g(Xi)+λ
>g(Xi)g(Xi)

>
λ +op(n−1)

]
Khi (x−Xi)

= f̌ (x)−λ
>T1 +λ

>T2λ +op(n−1),

where

T1 =
1
n ∑g(Xi)Khi (x−Xi)

T2 =
1
n ∑g(Xi)g(Xi)

>Khi (x−Xi) .

Under the assumptions given in Theorem 2.1, given a real valued function p(·), we have

E
{

1
n ∑ p(Xi)Khi (x−Xi)

}
= p(x) f (x)+o(1),

which is readily obtainable by following the arguments in Hall and Marron (1988). In the empirical

likelihood literature, a well-known result is stated as

λ = Σ
−1 1

n ∑g(Xi)+Op(n−1);

and furthermore E(λ ) = O(n−2), see Chen (1997). Based on these results, we can show

E
{

λ
>T1

}
= E

{
1
n ∑

i
g(Xi)

>
Σ
−1 1

n ∑
i

g(Xi)Khi (x−Xi)

}
+o(n−1)

= E

{
1
n2 ∑

i
g(Xi)

>
Σ
−1g(Xi)Khi (x−Xi)

}

+E

{
1
n2 ∑∑

i 6= j
g(Xi)

>
Σ
−1g(X j)Khi (x−Xi)

}
+o(n−1)
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=
g(x)>Σ

−1g(x) f (x)
n

+o(n−1).

Similarly, we have

E
{

λ
>T2λ

}
= E

{
1
n ∑

i
g(Xi)

>
Σ
−1 1

n ∑
i

g(Xi)g(Xi)
>Khi (x−Xi)Σ

−1 1
n ∑

i
g(Xi)

}
+o(n−1)

= E

{
1
n3 ∑

i
g(Xi)

>
Σ
−1g(Xi)g(Xi)

>
Σ
−1g(Xi)Khi (x−Xi)

}

+E

{
1
n3 ∑∑

i 6= j
g(Xi)

>
Σ
−1g(Xi)g(Xi)

>
Σ
−1g(X j)Khi (x−Xi)

}

+E

{
1
n3 ∑∑

i 6= j
g(X j)

>
Σ
−1g(Xi)g(Xi)

>
Σ
−1g(Xi)Khi (x−Xi)

}

+E

{
1
n3 ∑∑

i 6= j
g(X j)

>
Σ
−1g(Xi)g(Xi)

>
Σ
−1g(X j)Khi (x−Xi)

}

+E

{
1
n3 ∑∑ ∑

i 6= j 6=k
g(Xi)

>
Σ
−1g(X j)g(X j)

>
Σ
−1g(Xk)Kh j

(
x−X j

)}
+o(n−1)

The fourth term is the leading term and we have

E
{

λ
>T2λ

}
=

g(x)>Σ
−1g(x) f (x)

n
+o(n−1).

Thus,

E
{

f̌el(x)
}
= E

{
f̌ (x)

}
+o(n−1).

To derive the variance, notice that

f̌el(x)2 =
1
n2 ∑

i
∑

j

1

1+λ
>g(Xi)

1

1+λ
>g(X j)

Khi (x−Xi)Kh j

(
x−X j

)
=

1
n2 ∑

i
∑

j

[
1−λ

>g(Xi)+λ
>g(Xi)g(Xi)

>
λ +op(n−1)

]
[
1−λ

>g(X j)+λ
>g(X j)g(X j)

>
λ +op(n−1)

]
Khi (x−Xi)Kh j

(
x−X j

)
= f̌ (x)2−2λ

>T1 f̌ (x)+2λ
>T2λ f̌ (x)+λ

>T1T>1 λ +op(n−1).
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Similarly, we have

E
{

λ
>T1 f̌ (x)

}
= E

{
1
n ∑

i
g(Xi)

>
Σ
−1 1

n ∑
i

g(Xi)Khi (x−Xi)
1
n ∑

i
Khi (x−Xi)

}
+o(n−1)

= E

{
1
n3 ∑

i
g(Xi)

>
Σ
−1g(Xi)Khi (x−Xi)Khi (x−Xi)

}

+E

{
1
n3 ∑∑

i6= j
g(Xi)

>
Σ
−1g(Xi)Khi (x−Xi)Kh j

(
x−X j

)}

+E

{
1
n3 ∑∑

i6= j
g(Xi)

>
Σ
−1g(X j)Kh j

(
x−X j

)
Kh j

(
x−X j

)}

+E

{
1
n3 ∑∑

i6= j
g(Xi)

>
Σ
−1g(X j)Kh j

(
x−X j

)
Khi (x−Xi)

}

+E

{
1
n3 ∑∑ ∑

i6= j 6=k
g(Xi)

>
Σ
−1g(X j)Kh j

(
x−X j

)
Khk (x−Xk)

}
+o(n−1)

The second and the fourth terms are leading terms. Thus,

E
{

λ
>T1 f̌ (x)

}
= 2g(x)>Σ

−1g(x) f (x)2n−1 +o(n−1).

Likewise,

E
{

λ
>T2λ f̌ (x)

}
= g(x)>Σ

−1g(x) f (x)2n−1 +o(n−1)

E
{

λ
>T1T>1 λ

}
= g(x)>Σ

−1g(x) f (x)2n−1 +o(n−1).

Thus,

var
{

f̌el(x)
}
= var

{
f̌ (x)

}
−g(x)>Σ

−1g(x) f (x)2n−1 +o(n−1).

Our proof concludes by combining the above results.
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